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Welcome to the Project Noo You® family

Mark Madison speaking, President and founder of Project Noo You®.

Thank you so much for being a part of our story, as you set out to create yours.

I sincerely hope you come to love our products as much as we do here, and that they aid you to attain peak

mental and physical performance in your pursuit of living a happy, healthy, and fulfilled life.

As you read this your shipment is being processed. It will be leaving our fulfilment center in New York, USA

and arriving at your doorstep shortly.

While you are waiting for your package to arrive please take a little time to read this guide. You’ll find details

on getting the best from NITROvit®, NITROamp®, and NITROdrive® here within.

This ‘Supplement Guide’ will familiarize you with everything you’ll need to know, so that when your order

arrives you will be all set to get the most out of your NITRO experience.

Most of the questions that we receive daily through our Customer Service team have been covered here so

please read each section carefully.

If you do have any further questions or queries that have not been covered in this supplement guide, please

don’t hesitate to reach out via email at customerservice@projectnooyou.com

On behalf of everyone on the Project Noo You® team, I thank you for your business and support, and

welcome you to the family.

May the rest of your life be the best of your life!

--

Mark Madison

Founder & President - Project Noo You®

Mark@projectnooyou.com
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Aids High Mental Drive & Attention Levels †

Supports Focus Levels & Mental Clarity †

Nootropic Memory Recall Support †



NITROvit® is a source of brain nutrition – rather than a 4 - 5 hour ‘energy pill’. While you will experience

some immediate benefits when supplementing with NITROvit®, for the best results it is advised to continue

supplementation for a minimum of 21 days before assessing its effectiveness.

Do not exceed 4 capsules within 24 hrs.

Selecting the ingredients for success

NITROvit’s® nootropic ingredients were specifically

selected for their abilities to enhance brain

performance and function, lower cortisol levels, and

improve physical endurance among other positive

benefits.

While supplementing with NITROvit’s® nootropics,

you may experience any/all the following:

Extended mental focus and concentration

Reductions in anxiety, and mood improvements 

Stronger memory recall (with long-term use)

Better understanding and learning capabilities

Improvements to sleep quality

Enhanced clarity of mind and alertness

Better verbal fluency and overall confidence 

When approaching the design and build of NITROvit® there was absolutely no 
compromise. Suffering from attention issues, I knew the formula’s key objective was to 

help myself, and those like me, harness the powerful energy I found my Attention 
Deficit condition supplied me with – without any of the negatives.

For a scientific and detailed look into how each nootropic in NITROvit® benefits cognitive function and

health, both immediately and long-term, please check out the Laboratory page on our website.

“

“

Make Every Day A Best Day

8 HOUR

FOCUS
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o Aids Mental Drive & Motivation Levels 
o For Focus Levels & Mental Clarity
o Choline Memory Support
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How does NITROvit® work?

1. Increases blood flow to strengthen Neurotransmitters
The brain is composed of around 100 billion brain cells, or neurons,
that power our thinking, learning, feeling and mental states.

Neurons constantly require high quality nutrients often lacking in
today’s modern diets to function optimally. The various nootropic
ingredients in NITROvit® go far beyond those found in a daily
multivitamin and all play key roles in helping to provide nutrient
support for the brain's neurotransmitters.

For example, Alpha-GPC (found in NITROvit®) has shown to increase
Acetylcholine, the neurotransmitter critical for strong memory
formation and key learning functions.

3. Provides the brain vital nootropic nutrients
The brain operates optimally when pumped full of blood. Our cells
carry oxygen needed by the mitochondria to produce a chemical
energy known as Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) – the fuel required by
both brain and body to function as they should.

Some of the nootropic ingredients in NITROvit® have been shown to
increase blood flow to cerebral regions thanks to their ability to dilate
and relax the brains blood vessels, boosting ATP energy. This may have
you experiencing benefits such as feeling alert, awake, and clear
minded.

2. Breaks down potentially harmful Lipofuscin and free radicals
Nootropics found in NITROvit® have been shown to support the
breakdown of Lipofuscin (residue) deposits that clog arteries and slow
the free flow of blood (and subsequently oxygen) to the brain.

Clinical studies show an inverse relationship between Lipofuscin
deposits and learning. The lower the Lipofuscin in the brain cells, the
greater the learning ability.

Research suggests powerful antioxidants such as Alpha Lipoic Acid
(found in NITROvit®) act as ‘cellular cleaners’ by attacking free radicals
and defending against the oxidative damage they cause with time.
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In conjunction with your daily supplementation of NITROvit®, there are a few other things that you can do
to promote the best results possible.

Studies confirm that improving your overall cognitive performance and maximizing your NITROvit®
experience begins with implementing healthier lifestyle choices.

1. Eat clean foods
There are many different types of foods that can boost cognition. There are also foods that do the opposite
and can sap mental and physical energy levels.

For best results we recommend eating healthier food options such as substituting red meat with white
meat, consuming foods high in omega-3 fatty acids, foods high in natural fats, magnesium, vegetables, and
complex carbohydrates. Try to avoid foods that are high in sugar and refined carbohydrates, as well as
junk/processed food, and soda.

2. Exercise as often as you can
Exercise provides you with tremendous benefits and medical studies have proven that even as little as 15
minutes of exercise daily benefits the brain significantly. Increased aerobic activity and cardiovascular
health allows improved oxygen circulation to the neural pathways, promoting enhanced memory, improved
motivation, and an elevated mood among other advantages.

3. Rest more and enjoy naps
You can still live the busy life and work and play late if that is what suits you best, but when your body says
“I need a rest” - take one. Afternoon naps are looked upon as moments of laziness by some yet were
enjoyed by many of humanity’s greatest minds – from Edison to Einstein – and have proven effective in
managing fatigue and prolonging productivity.

4. Stay well hydrated
Ensure you drink plenty of water throughout the day, before bed, and upon rising. Drinking 6 – 8 large
glasses of water a day provides many natural brain boosting effects including warding off tiredness. Try to
have a glass of water always on your desk and a bottle to keep topping it up.

5. Take a breath and breathe…
Breathe more. Deeper. Slower. Filling the body with rejuvenating oxygen is Mother Nature’s natural
nootropic and short sessions of deep mindful breathing provides a multitude of health benefits. If you do
just one thing today, make it taking one long deep breath. Do it now.

Promoting the best results
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Combining NITROvit® with a healthy diet and exercise regimen may improve your life.

If you are looking for a nootropic supplement that can give you a boost in focus, drown out white noise, and

aid learning, NITROvit® is right for you.

Some clients claim that they feel a slight ‘buzz’ their first time taking NITROvit®, which is perfectly normal.

The nootropic nutrients in NITROvit® have been shown to provide nourishment for your brain, allowing it to

function optimally by supporting various neurotransmitters responsible for cognitive functions such as

memory, accuracy, mood, confidence, focus, and energy levels. You may notice an increase in mental

energy within 15 minutes of consumption.

Those who enjoy the experience of pushing themselves mentally; be that through learning, mastering a

new skill, or breaking through self limiting beliefs are those that may benefit the most from NITROvit®.

Suggested use/dosage

The recommended daily dose of NITROvit® is 3 capsules taken on an empty stomach. However, due to the

Huperzine-A and Noopept® content in NITROvit® it is recommended that the product be cycled. That is you

stop taking NITROvit® intermittently. Dr. Rita Ostrovskaya, world-leading expert and co-founder

of Noopept®, determined cycling helps return the best results and aids avoiding tolerance build up. It is

advised you cycle as follows:

Make your 2 rest days the days you are least likely to be facing mental stress or fatigue – perhaps weekends

for example.

If you exercise regularly you may benefit from increased focus, performance, and intensity during workouts

by further supplementing with 2 NITROamp® capsules 15 minutes before physical activity. Please

remember to stay hydrated with adequate water. If you are a light sleeper and experience disturbed sleep,

please refrain from consuming NITROvit® and NITROamp® after 3pm.

NITROvit® works… Make sure you do

2-days rest

5-days supplementing

with NITROvit®
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The 3 ways to take NITROvit®

3. Swallow your chosen number of capsules
Simply take your 3 (or 2) capsules and place in your mouth before swallowing
down one at a time with a large glass of lukewarm water.

Always be sure to stay well hydrated when using NITROvit®.

Best for: Convenience, great on the go, and perfect for lack of mess.

1. Place capsule contents under your tongue for 5 minutes
The ULTIMATE way to take NITROvit® – though this can be very stimulating.

Note: This ‘sublingual’ method brings about drastically improved results over
the other two methods, by bypassing the digestive system and going direct to
the blood stream via the soft membrane under the tongue.

Empty the capsule content onto a spoon, before carefully pouring the
contents under the tongue. Place your tongue down on top of the ingredients
and allow a 5-minute absorption time. After 5 minutes swallow the remaining
residue and wash down with water.

Best for: Those wanting the very best from NITROvit® - and are prepared to
put up with the bitter taste of the raw nootropics to get it!

There are 3 ways you can take NITROvit®. Experimentation is key to finding what works best for you.

9
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2. Empty capsule contents into a glass and drink with water
If you don’t like swallowing capsules you can gently wiggle the two ends of the
capsule apart and empty out its contents into a glass of water to drink down.

This method can leave a lot of residue on the inside of the glass, so swill round
with water so as not to waste any, or instead try emptying the capsules onto a
spoon, pouring that in your mouth first, and then drinking down the glass of
water.

Best for: Those who don’t enjoy swallowing capsules.



As previously mentioned, research suggests that it is best to allow the nootropics in NITROvit® a minimum

of 21 to 30-days continued use before assessing your experience.

You can expect to experience improvements to energy levels, attention span, alertness, and motivation

from anywhere between 15 minutes to 3 days.

Improvements to verbal fluency, memory recall, accuracy, and spatial awareness, can be expected within

21-days though may take a little longer.

While NITROvit® offers immediate benefits, it is primarily a nootropics delivery system that offers long-term

users continued future support with continuous use and should be made a part of your ongoing daily

regimen for optimal brain health.

For any questions that may not have been answered, please see our FAQ section on our website. You can

go to the Project Noo You® website by clicking this link here.

Give it time – at least 30-days

10

“Hey there! I am already singing your praises. So far, I like the way I am focused without being jittery,
irritable and manic like I used to be. Who needs big pharma for attention issues - this stuff is really
incredible.” - Becca White

“I’m a 53-year-old women who is sailing through Menopause. The reason I ordered Nitrovit was because I 
had been suffering with Brain fog and not feeling up for social gatherings due to jumbling my words 
around. I just couldn’t think clearly. After 7 days I could feel a difference. A nice feeling of having a really 
clear head, and not forgetting things like keys or did I turn off the stove…  I had just a calm, organized, and  
focused mind.” - Irene Hamer

It's hard to get me to sit still for longer than 2 minutes. My hyperactive energy has been both an asset and
a liability for me. I work as a creative and I'm constantly working on so many different projects, I find I
never finish anything. When I started taking Nitrovit I was sceptical, but after 12 weeks, it's something I
live by. I have never felt so focused, organised and motivated. I honestly wish I had Nitrovit much earlier in
my life.” - Danny Giles
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Benefit long-term for less with loyalty codes

Thank you for your first order. Don’t reorder until you’ve taken your

loyalty discount code below.

Knowing you are going to love your experience, choose which pack

you’d like to buy again, note the loyalty code, and then hit the Shop

Now button below. At checkout enter your code and save.

1 Bottle 60 Day 
Student Pack

3 Bottle 3 Month
Quarter Pack

6 Bottle 6 Month 
Family Pack

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$129.97
20% ($25.99!)

$103.98
$34.66

Save 20% off a 3 bottle pack

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$59.97
20% ($11.99)

$47.98
$47.98

Save 20% off a single bottle

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$229.97
20% ($45.99!)

$183.98
$30.66

Save 20% off a 6 bottle pack

Use code: rep20Use code: rep20 Use code: rep20

Most Popular

Shop Now
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Aids Mental & Physical Energy Levels †

Supports Confidence & Calm †

Assists Alertness & Learning †



NITROamp® is a tool you can use to fire yourself up for a tough workout, crucial work 
meeting, or the stereotypical hectic day.  

NITROamp® was designed to be paired with NITROvit® and NITROdrive® for days when 
you really need to go without limits. 

This powerful energy, mood, and confidence booster will keep you mentally alert and 
delivers smooth energy to power through whatever the day may throw at you.

“

“

o Pair with NITROvit for boosted focus †

o Smart Caffeine Energizer with clarity †

o Confidence And Mood Support †

6 HOUR

ENERGY
Make Every Day A Best Day

For a scientific and detailed look into how NITROamp’s® nootropic formula has shown to benefit cognitive
function and health please check out the Laboratory page on our website.
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The infamous ‘Smart Caffeine’ stack 

and mood enhancer just got better

Maximize your work output and productivity, while
remaining free from anxiety and nervous tension
with NITROamp®. This powerhouse blend of
antioxidants Guarana and L-Theanine bring about an
unparalleled alertness, focus, and lifts to mood and
confidence levels by supporting Dopamine levels.

This is due to the Guarana seed delivering a smooth,
steady and prolonged energy boost, while avoiding
the crash so often associated with caffeinated drinks
and artificial stimulants.

Pair this with the soothing properties L-Theanine has
on the nervous system and its ability to lower stress
levels and you have the perfect stand-alone nootropic
formula for boosting confidence/mood and
eradicating mental fatigue.

PROJECT R
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Better Your Mood

Enjoy days free from 

anxiety thanks to 

L-Theanine’s mood 

improving properties

Get You Moving

Find the motivation and focus 

to workout with newfound 

energy levels lifting steadily 

and smoothly up to 6-hours

Aid Learning Sessions

Stay alert during long study 

periods and calm during 

exams without resorting to 

drugs and medication

Cut Out The Coffee

Enjoy the morning wake-

up call provided by 

Caffeine, without the 

sugar and cream

Improve Concentration

Operate stress free 

thanks to L-Theanine’s 

calming effects on the 

Nervous System

Boost Confidence

Ideal for flawless 

performances when 

nerves may usually get 

the better of you

What can I expect from NITROamp®?

NITROamp® is your perfect support aid for when you need a pick me up. While most clients pair
NITROamp® with NITROvit® to enhance the stimulation and charge the energy kick from NITROvit®, as a
stand-alone nootropic supplement NITROamp® delivers fantastic short-term performance boosts.

The L-Theanine does an amazing job of lowering anxiety levels and calming the ‘monkey mind’ to leave you
focused on the task in hand no matter the stress. NITROamp® is most effective in the following situations:

14
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Often when exercising or facing a tough study session the mind often breaks before the body does.
NITROamp’s® ability to ward off fatigue and increase blood flow to the brain and muscles makes it a great
tool for getting through the toughest of gym sessions. Try 1-2 capsules before hitting the weights or
cramming before that all-important exam.

To promote best results please follow these guidelines:

Getting the best results from NITROamp®

When facing mental tasks requiring alertness, or physical challenges requiring energy and lack of fatigue,
take 2 NITROamp® capsules with a large glass of water.

Alternatively you can take NITROamp® via one of the other methods detailed for NITROvit® on page 9 of
this guide.

We advise you to cut out other Caffeine sources when supplementing with NITROamp® and NITROvit®

together. For healthy adults with no medical issues, it is generally agreed that 300mg - 400mg of

Caffeine can be consumed daily.

NITROamp® contains approximately 150mg of Caffeine per daily serving.

Try NITROamp® before a workout

1. Don’t mix other stimulants/pre-workouts
If supplementing with NITROamp® and NITROvit® together
avoid consuming additional Caffeine sources, or stimulant
heavy pre-workout formulas.

2. Don’t over do it
NITROamp® may deliver the best workout you’ve ever had
but be mindful of your normal limits and try not to excessively
over do it or you may experience soreness the following day.

3. Consuming late at night may effect sleep
NITROamp® wards off tiredness. Avoid taking after 3pm if you
are a light sleeper to avoid restlessness.

4. Stay well hydrated
Always ensure to stay adequately hydrated.

15
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1. Use as a standalone learning tool
Unlike other Smart Caffeine supplements available, 

NITROamp® is the first to leverage the power of 

BioPerine to aid in the delivery of the nutrients via 

increased bioavailability/absorption. 

With quality Guarana sourced from the Amazon Basin, 

you can enjoy up to 6-hours of smooth natural energy 

and improved confidence and mood. 

2. Stack the two… 1+1 DOES equal 3
Stack NITROamp with NITROvit® for a nootropic boost 

with a real kick, and enjoy the drive and energy 

needed to truly operate without limits. 

Combining Noopept®, Guarana and L-Theanine makes 

for the perfect ‘daily driver’ to support focus, energy, 

memory, and mood – perfect for those looking to 

mentally and physically dominate their day. 

The Ultimate Nootropic Super Stack

Guarana, L-Theanine, + NITROvit®

NITROvit® With NITROamp®

Add V12 power to NITROamp® with NITROamp®

When preparing to take NITROvit® to market, we understood that ‘one size does not fit all’… Especially
when it comes to how much intensely you want to ‘feel’ the supplement working.

The thinking behind NITROamp® was to offer clients the option to stack it (add it to) NITROvit® for an
altogether more exhilarating experience – but free from the usual negatives associate with the many
substandard Smart Caffeine products out there.
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Amplify your NITRO experience!

Looking for a little more bite from NITROvit®? Add NITROamp®, our

dedicated L-Theanine and Guarana booster designed to put a rocket

into your day.

Choose which pack you’d like to buy, note the loyalty code, and then hit

the Shop Now button. At checkout enter your chosen code and save.

$79.97
20% ($15.99!)

$63.98
$10.66

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$44.97
20% ($8.99!)

$35.98
$11.99

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$17.97
20% ($3.59)

$14.38
$14.38

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

1 Bottle 60 Day 
Amplifier Pack

3 Bottle 3 Month
Power Pack

6 Bottle 6 Month 
Performer Pack

Save 20% off a 3 bottle packSave 20% off a single bottle Save 20% off a 6 bottle pack
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Use code: rep20Use code: rep20 Use code: rep20

Most Popular

Shop Now
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Aids Sexual Performance & Health†

Supports Libido & Physical Drive†

Endurance & Stamina Support †



Increase physical stamina, energy, 

and sexual performance and health 

with NITROdrive®. 

From lagging libido to lethargy and poor athleticism,
NITROdrive® is engineered for people of all ages
who physically demand the best from themselves.

NITROdrive’s® potent formula includes Maca,
Tongkat Ali and Saw Palmetto for optimum physical
and sexual health.

Loaded with 1000 mg of Horny Goat Weed,
NITROdrive® offers two options to its user:

•Take 2 capsules daily to support physical health and
wellbeing

•Take 3 – 4 capsules 45 minutes before sexual activity
to experience increased arousal, pleasure,
and endurance

If you are looking for a rejuvenating total body
overhaul combine NITROdrive® with NITROvit® and
NITROamp® for best results

With NITROdrive® we wanted a supplement that could not only boost stamina, physical 
performance and wellness, but also lift libido benchmarks when desired via increased dosage.

NITROdrive® features Horny Goat Weed as the backbone of the formula for increased vitality 
and drive and sexual health support. NITROdrive® is perfect for combatting lethargy and 

laziness and a lagging libido.  

“

“

o Nootropics For Endurance & Stamina †

o Aids Sexual Performance & Health †

o Supports Libido & Physical Drive †

PHYSICAL SUPPORT
Total Body Support For Any Age
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Quality Rest and SleepRegular 

Movement/Exercise

A Balanced Diet

What can I expect from NITROdrive®?

Each ingredient included in NITROdrive® plays a crucial role to deliver the following benefits:

Increased and prolonged energy levels

Immune system support

Boosted motivation and drive

Lean muscle growth

Fat burning and weight loss

Stronger sex drive and enhanced libido

The benefits each user experiences with NITROdrive® may vary depending on lifestyle/how active you are.

NITROdrive® is designed to support and aid your body and immune system when most needed – I.E. when

you are feeling the effects of mental or physical stress or pressure. During rigorous exercise is a good

example of when you’ll most likely see the biggest difference over your usual performance baseline.

The main benefits clients report to experience from using the ingredients in NITROdrive® are increased

energy, boosted sex drive, and improved strength and endurance (with time and by staying active).

For the best results combine NITROdrive® with:

20
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Increased stamina

Better endurance for exercise

Reduced anxiety

Improved stress-response

Better mood and sleep



1. Dosage

Subject to dose and body size, you should experience NITROdrive® working within the first 30 minutes of
consumption with improved alertness, and physical energy.

These benefits will become more noticeable with time and it is recommended you supplement with
NITROdrive for 90-days consecutively to then assess your progress whilst using it.

NITROdrive® offers two options to its user:
▪ Use 2 capsules daily to support stamina and endurance levels, and physical health.
▪ Use 3 – 4 capsules 45 minutes before sexual activity to experience a boost to arousal and performance.

2. Exercise Regularly (Right NOW is the best time to start)

Even a short 20-minute walk or jog around the neighborhood three times a week will do wonders for your 
mental and physical wellbeing. 

If you’re largely inactive then stop saying ‘one day’ and start saying ‘day one’. 

There’s never been a better time to start showing appreciation to your health by improving your immune 
system, cognitive functions, body fat levels, and digestive system. 

Making healthier lifestyle choices will positively affect the above and the difference will shine through in all 
aspects of your life. 

3. Stay Hydrated

With improved stamina and the drive to be more active it is common to hear of people who upon moving 

more than usual, forget to up their water intake.  

Ensure you drink plenty of water throughout the day, and always try to start the day with at least one glass 

of water upon rising. 

Promoting the best results
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Stop saying ‘one day’ 

and start saying ‘day one’.
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2. Pair with NITROamp® to double down on
increasing your energy levels and mood elevation
When combining NITROdrive® with NITROamp®
prepare to feel the ultimate boost to your libido, sex
drive and overall energy levels.

The Guarana in NITROamp® has a unique reaction
with NITROdrive’s® Horny Goat Weed and Muira
Puama creating stunning results.

4. The ‘Biohackers Pack’ For The Ultimate 
Nootropic Stack
If you are looking to go truly limitless with support
from key ingredients and nootropics, combine
NITROdrive®, NITROvit® and NITROamp® together.

This combination offers the ultimate daily stack for
those looking for support on the journey to creating
the ultimate versions of themselves.

22
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1. Use NITROdrive® solo to boost your vitality,
libido and stamina
NITROdrive® performs effectively as a stand-alone
daily supplement and is ideal for anyone looking to
support their libido, increase energy levels and
improve overall physical performance.

3. Pair with NITROvit® to feel increased virility
with sharper focus and memory recall
This combination is perfect for staying on top of a busy
schedule.

NITROvit’s® ingredients such as Alpha GPC, Noopept
and Phosphatidylserine deliver unsurpassed mental
performance to compliment NITROdrive’s® boosts to
physical performance and energy levels.



Benefit long-term with loyalty codes

Thank you for your first order. Don’t reorder until you’ve taken your

loyalty discount code below.

Knowing you are going to love your experience, choose which pack

you’d like to buy again, note the loyalty code, and then hit the Shop

Now button below. At checkout enter your code and save.

1 Bottle 60 Day 
Student Pack

3 Bottle 3 Month
Quarter Pack

6 Bottle 6 Month 
Family Pack

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$89.97
20% ($17.99!)

$89.98
$29.99

Save 10% off a 3 bottle pack

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$39.97
20% ($7.99)

$31.98
$31.98

Save 10% off a single bottle

Normal Price
Reorder Saving
Price Now
Price Per Bottle

$169.97
20% ($33.99!)

$135.98
$22.66

Save 10% off a 6 bottle pack

Use code: rep20Use code: rep20 Use code: rep20

Most Popular

Shop Now
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Turn your ‘one day’ into ‘day one’

Having read the information provided in this supplement guide, you are now ready to start supplementing

with NITROvit®, NITROamp® and NITROdrive®.

I wish you an amazing journey of discovery as you slowly begin to unlock your full potential and enjoy days of

crisp, clear, focused productivity, creativity, motivation and drive.

For more information regarding any of the Project Noo You® nootropic supplements please visit our website

at ProjectNooYou.com.

If you have any questions not answered please refer to our FAQ’s section or feel free to message us on the

same page.

For any other matter please contact customer services via email: customerservice@projectnooyou.com.

Alternatively, you can reach out to me any time with your suggestions, feedback, and success stories. My

personal email is mark@projectnooyou.com and I read and reply personally to all messages.

Be sure to add me to your contacts list so you don’t miss out on the chance to trial new products free of

charge, receive offers and discounts, enjoy competitions and to keep up with the improvements we are

making at Project Noo You.

Until we speak again, thank you for your support, and for taking the first steps towards creating an upgraded

version of you.

All the best,

Mark
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Get tips, offers, and free trials on new products

You can find us on our Facebook and Instagram pages. Our social pages are a place you can post a picture of

you with your bottle to get a thank you gift.

Like our Page, post and Share a picture of you with your NITRO bottle on our Facebook page and receive a

FREE bottle of your choice.
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www.facebook.com/nitrovit

Post a picture of you with your bottle on Instagram using the hashtag #projectnooyou and

get a FREE bottle of NITROvit®! Post your selfie now and get yours.

@project_noo_you

Follow us on 

Follow us on 
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Copyright and Disclaimers

The contents of this eBook are the intellectual property of Project Noo You® and is subject to copyright

under the substantive law of the United States of America.

You have permission to share this document with others, but may not edit it, or make changes of any
kind without consent from Project Noo You®.

The following products and statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration
and are not intended to cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease. The information found herein is
for information purposes only.

Enjoy a 20% Discount. Enter code at Checkout: rep20

Shop Now

Warnings: Do not use NITROvit® if you are pregnant or breastfeeding. Please consult a health care
professional prior to consumption if you have any pre-existing medical conditions or are taking any
prescription medication. Use only as directed.

If you experience any negative reactions from any supplement stop taking immediately. Do not stop
using any prescribed medications without consent from your doctor. Store your supplements in a cool,
dry place away from direct sunlight. Keep out of reach of children.
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